
Axios Take of Metaverse at CES 2022 

 

It seems like yesterday's "Lumos" phone trick was a hit, based on my email and Twitter mentions. But I did 

mention learning another tech Easter egg. So try this: Google the word "askew." 

 

1. Big thing: CES 2022 brought pieces of the metaverse into view 

 

Illustration: Sarah Grillo/Axios 

The grand metaverse that tech enthusiasts talked up last year remains a distant goal for the industry, but this 

week's Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas showed off a few of its building blocks as they begin to 

materialize. 

Why it matters: The full vision of a shared, 3D digital dimension a la "Ready Player One" is probably still a 

decade away — but it won't arrive out of nowhere in one piece. Instead, it will show up in bits and chunks, 

clunky and disjointed, before coalescing into something both functional and useful. 

• Unless, of course, all this turns out to be another false start for a VR industry that has been promising us 

one metaverse or another for three decades now. 

Here are notable examples of CES' steps toward a metaverse: 

• Panasonic subsidiary Shiftall introduced a $270 body tracking suit, due out this spring, that helps bring 

legs into the metaverse. It's a little thing, sure, but most people traveling around today's VR experiences 

are only a head and torso — or at least that's all that is being tracked and displayed. 

• Pebble Feel is a body-worn accessory that recreates heat and cold to make virtual reality a little more 

like the real world. 

• Another startup put a different twist on the VR vest, focusing on tactile feedback rather than 

temperature. 

https://en.shiftall.net/products/haritorax
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zVg0NRJ8IDA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zVg0NRJ8IDA
https://thenextweb.com/news/microsofts-metaverse-no-legs-literally
https://www.digitaltrends.com/gaming/pebble-feel-ces-2022/
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20211215005507/en/CES-2022-Skinetic-the-Haptic-VR-Vest-That-Takes-You-Into-the-Metaverse


• Samsung announced TVs that can display NFTs. With many metaverse boosters touting a crypto/Web3 

dimension to the world-building project, anything that makes virtual objects more visible in multiple 

places could speed their adoption. 

Be smart: Most visions of a metaverse imagine an immersive digital space shared by many companies and 

individuals. Meta's Andrew Bosworth has described it as the embodied internet. 

• While some of the needed technology is available today, breakthroughs are still needed in display 

technology, miniaturization, battery life and headsets. 

• The broader idea of a single, interoperable metaverse where you can easily move, and take your stuff, 

from one company's turf to the next remains theoretical. Many firms have pledged to support that goal 

but few have begun working it into their plans. 

Yes, but: There was also a lot of just plain buzz and hype, applying the word "metaverse" to anything remotely 

related to virtual or augmented reality. 

• Many CES observers suggested a drinking game in which keynote watchers took a shot every time the 

metaverse was mentioned — but that would have been a recipe for alcohol poisoning. 

• This Twitter thread collected photos chronicling CES abuses of the metaverse label. 

2. On the ground at CES 

 

The Cosmopolitan's near-empty Chandelier Bar. It's usually packed during CES with tech industry wheelers and 

dealers. Photo: Sara Fischer/Axios 

While Axios largely covered CES remotely this year, media reporter Sara Fischer did attend on Thursday to 

take part in a panel. She says the usually massive show felt more like a "ghost town." 

Why it matters: For better or worse (and possibly both), CES is going to be a test case for whether and how 

large trade shows can proceed amid COVID-19. 

A few other thoughts from Sara: 

https://www.theverge.com/2022/1/2/22858698/samsung-2022-tvs-nft-support-announced-cryptocurrency
https://twitter.com/NimaZeighami/status/1478816178470473730?s=20


• Typically crowded restaurants and bars were empty. While it's normally impossible to make dining 

reservations at CES, every restaurant had plenty of room. 

• The Chandelier Bar at the Cosmopolitan, typically a watering hole for media and tech insiders, was 

empty the two times she walked past it.  

• The people she spoke to — many of them CES lifers — said it felt as though there were about a third of 

the 150,000 or so people that are usually there. 

• As for the tech itself, health tech and car tech seemed to be significantly more represented than in past 

years. 

3. Regulator: Google infringed on Sonos patents 

The U.S. International Trade Commission ruled Thursday that some of Google's home audio products 

infringe on several patents held by Sonos. 

Why it matters: The ITC has the power to ban imports of goods found to violate other companies' patents. 

Yes, but: Rather than face a ban or pay damages, companies can redesign their products to avoid infringement, 

and that is what Google says it has done. 

• "While we disagree with today's decision, we appreciate that the International Trade Commission has 

approved our modified designs and we do not expect any impact to our ability to import or sell our 

products," a Google representative said in a statement to Axios. 

A Nest community web page lists some of the software changes Google has made to avoid the features that the 

trade court found to be infringing. 

The other side: Sonos called the ruling an "across-the-board win" and said that Google's software changes don't 

solve broader intellectual property issues. 

• "While Google may sacrifice consumer experience in an attempt to circumvent this importation ban, its 

products will still infringe many dozens of Sonos patents, its wrongdoing will persist, and the damages 

owed Sonos will continue to accrue." 

4. Measuring how trees mess with 5G 

https://www.usitc.gov/system/files/secretary/fed_reg_notices/337/337_1191_notice01062022sgl.pdf
https://www.googlenestcommunity.com/t5/Blog/Upcoming-Speaker-Group-changes/ba-p/77811


 

Illustration: Annelise Capossela/Axios 

It's been long known that trees can slow down some 5G signals. A recent federal study aims to figure out just 

how much, in order to create more accurate signal strength prediction models, Axios' Margaret Harding McGill 

reports. 

Why it matters: 5G has the potential to supercharge wireless networks, but its rollout has revealed a range of 

complex challenges. 

What they found: Researchers at the National Institute of Standards and Technology measured the strength of 

signals that rely on the high-frequency millimeter-wave spectrum through different types of trees during 

different seasons of the year. 

• Researchers have known that obstacles like foliage or even rain could reduce millimeter wave signal 

strength, but the NIST team wanted to more precisely measure the impact trees have. 

• The researchers conducted measurements on seven types of trees at their campus in Gaithersburg, 

Maryland. 

• As expected, the leafier the tree, the more strength the signal lost, Nada Golmie, chief of NIST’s 

Wireless Networks Division in the Communications Technology Laboratory, told Axios. 

What they're saying: "By providing measurements, and methods to measure, we're enabling others to more 

accurately, precisely assess the loss so that it can be overcome," Golmie said. "We believe it can be overcome." 

The big picture: Verizon already uses millimeter wave spectrum for some of its 5G services, but both it and 

AT&T plan to use airwaves at a lower frequency known as the C-band to expand 5G service. 

• Spectrum at that lower frequency can better penetrate obstacles, but the C-band comes with its own set 

of controversies amid concerns from the aviation industry about potential interference. 

5. Take note 

https://www.nist.gov/news-events/news/2022/01/nist-helps-next-generation-cell-technology-see-past-greenery
https://www.cnet.com/tech/mobile/verizons-upgraded-5g-will-cover-100-million-people-this-month/
https://www.axios.com/wireless-carriers-delay-5g-aviation-concerns-288b836a-5bc5-4350-931e-1d5a88d7dcef.html
https://www.axios.com/wireless-carriers-delay-5g-aviation-concerns-288b836a-5bc5-4350-931e-1d5a88d7dcef.html


On Tap 

• CES wraps up in Las Vegas. 

Trading Places 

• Figma is adding former Cisco CFO Kelly Kramer to its board of directors. 

ICYMI 

• Five families are suing state and local officials in New York, contending that NYC public schools failed 

to adequately address the digital divide during remote school last year. (Chalkbeat) 

• E3, the game industry's trade show, won't be held in person this year amid the continued COVID-19 

pandemic. (Reuters) 

6. After you Login 

Speaking of trees, I've often looked at fallen leaves and thought they would look cool dried. But I must say, it 

never occurred to me to crochet them. (For one thing, I don't crochet.) 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kelly-kramer-2aa8866/
https://ny.chalkbeat.org/2022/1/6/22870943/nyc-schools-remote-learning-lawsuit
https://www.reuters.com/technology/e3-video-game-expo-not-be-held-person-amid-covid-19-risks-2022-01-07/
https://www.awesomeinventions.com/susanna-bauer-crocheting-dried-leaves/?fbclid=IwAR1avuUMp2BCxZL-X6cgDAOM5Ou73I7x0K6X3Nt3wOb8wIgYmIv_OYdFymk

